## Introduction

### 10:30-11:20

**Deploying Geriatric Emergency Care Innovations across your state or health care system**

- **Introductions:**
  - GEDA Mark Rosenberg, DO, MBA, FACEP, FAAHPM, President - American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP)
  - Age Friendly Health Systems (AFHS) Terry Fulmer, PhD, RN, FAAN – The John A. Hartford Foundation
  - GED sustainability Shelley Lyford, President, West Health

**Key notes:** **Pursing GEDA/AFHS certification across a system and state**

- Veterans Affairs (VA) Health System- Chad Kessler, MD
- West Health work in California- Zia Agha, MD

### 4M Education

#### 11:20-12:20

- **Mentation:** Beyond the B52: understanding geriatric agitation - Maura Kennedy MD, MPH
- **Medication:** Top Tips around Medication Safety in Older Adults - Jenny Koehl, PharmD, BCPS
- **Mobility:** Assessing physical functioning and ensuring patient safety in the ED - Vanessa Delheim, PT
- **Matters:** “What Matters” beyond the MOLST - Kevin Biese, MD, MAT, FACEP

## 4M programs in action

#### 12:20-1:35

- GED video compilation of programs
- Mentation: Stephen Meldon, MD, FACEP; Implementing 4AT delirium screening across a health system
- Medications: Susan Varga - Dartmouth tele-pharmacy
- Mobility: Elizabeth Goldberg, MD, ScM, FACEP; GAPcare
- Matters: Don Melady, MD; MAUVE - volunteers in the ED

## Q&A

#### 1:35-1:50

- Panelists from introduction and 4M programs in action

## Conclusion

#### 1:50-2:00

- Next steps Adriane Lesser, MS, MBA
  - GEDC systems initiatives
  - Making the case
  - Next steps
  - Resources